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Telenco presents its solutions at Datacenter World 2022

In addition to its Datacenter and telecom offers, Telenco works daily to develop
and move into new markets. Challenges such as mobile Networks and private
networks must be raised in the coming years. Telenco is already ready to support
the market with a complete offer, recognised partners and a close commercial
network to be as close as possible to its customers.

A complete offer supported by reference brands
The development of 5G, the densification
of networks, the increase in broadband
needs with low latencies, and the security
and governance of data are generating a
need for local and efficient processing of
information flows.

With its experience in the design of fibre optic connection solutions, Telenco offers
standardised or customised solutions for IT networks and data centres, meeting customers'
needs and specific constraints.
To complete its IT cabling offer, Telenco relies on partners who are experts in their field,
such as Huber & Suhner, with a Meet Me Room and customer interconnection offer that is
unprecedented in the datacenter market. By combining datacenter and telecom expertise,
Telenco can offer a solution that combines performance, reliability and scalability to meet
these new challenges.
Telenco can also count on Viavi for their fibre optic test and measurement solutions, as well
as Brady and its network identification solutions.

Our Datacenter offer is now available on Telenco store
In line with its digital innovation approach, Telenco distribution is launching Telenco store,
a B2B marketplace for the distribution of equipment and materials for all network players.
Telenco store will meet the objectives of internationalisation (the platform is available in
several countries) and expansion of our offer, in order to meet the needs of all network
players (Datacenter, telecom, networks, public works, sanitation, energy ...).
Thus, in addition to having access to Telenco distribution's range of over 9,000 references,
users of the platform will be able to choose from several offers from vendors recognised in
their markets (Audinnov, Ain fixations, Ifotec, EBDS ...). The Datacenter offer is also
available on Telenco store.

Telenco's offer is constantly evolving to meet the new challenges facing the
network infrastructure industry. We invite you to come and discover it during the
DCW 2022!
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